
To update everyone on the current situation in the IMC. As of now the IMC staff is working to re-
schedule appointments in the IMC. Regularly scheduled visits are being cancelled and re-scheduled for a 
later date.  Of note: Hospital Follow-ups, Acute Visits, and ED follow-ups will still be scheduled and need 
to be seen.  
 
The following is a list of responsibilities ALL residents will need to adhere to during this time as it is a 
critical component in caring for the patient population while putting them at least risk for transmission 
of COVID-19.  

1.) Patients who are being rescheduled will appear in the resident’s TELEPHONE ENCOUNTER box 
on EPIC. It will be the resident’s responsibility to CALL the patient and determine what their 
needs are (refill requests, symptom complaints etc). These will already be triaged through 
nursing but the residents will need to talk to the patient to ensure their outpatient needs are 
being met. If deemed necessary to come in, then an Acute Visit Appoinment can be made.  

2.) Because of the reschedules, REFILL REQUESTS will need to be completed SAME DAY to ensure 
patients are getting their medications in a timely manner. Some appointments (like ones where 
they only need refills) will be changed to just refill requests. ALL refill requests will need to be 
completed same day.  
***IMPORTANT***  This means buddy system rules still apply and it is EXTREMELY 
IMPORTANT to know who’s covering for you if you can’t cover your box. If you have any issues 
let me know but you and your buddy will need to coordinate who’s completing refill requests to 
ensure adequacy of coverage. If you’re in a bind and no one is able to cover because of vacation 
etc let me know ASAP. 

3.) It is IMPERATIVE that EVERYONE checks their EPIC inbox EVERY DAY to ensure patient 
calls/refills/encounters are being completed. Again if you’re on vacation or need help with your 
box buddy let me know.  

4.) Those scheduled for IMC month or if you are scheduled for a half day of IMC clinic, you are 
expected to be PHYSICALLY PRESENT in the IMC during your scheduled times to answer 
telephone encounters and to see Acute care visits, ER Follow ups, and Hospital Follow ups. Likely 
this would be a good time to catch up on those telephone encounters and refill requests, but 
also bring a book or MKSAP to do in case there’s down time from a decreased amount of 
patients scheduled.  

5.) During your IMC half days you will also be responsible to help with addressing triage phone calls. 
They may appear in your inbox for any of the residents (regardless if you are the PCP or not and 
regardless if you’ve ever seen the patient) and will need to be handled in real time AS YOU GET 
THEM. If you have any questions the staffing attendings can assist you with it.  

6.) If you do see a patient in the clinic and you need to see them again (for a 2 week follow up etc) 
be very clear in when completing the “Follow Up” tab so the schedulers know it is OK to 
schedule them during this time. Schedulers will not schedule routine follow ups unless noted by 
the physician, only Acute Visits, ED follow ups and Hospital Follow ups. 

7.) SAMs Clinics and LTC have been cancelled for the rest of March. Use the time to complete the 
above tasks or to study MKSAP. 
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